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Introduction

The term artificial intelligence (AI) was coined in the 1950s, but the concept has piqued humanity’s interest both before and since. Initially relegated to science fiction and futuristic fantasies, recent technological leaps have made AI commonplace. We rely on these systems every day when we check the weather, read the news, navigate voice mail, or get directions. These systems also increasingly guide or replace human decision-making in important domains like medical care, criminal law enforcement, finance, and employment. These developments raise a number of societal challenges, and numerous scholars have begun to tackle concerns over the appropriate role of algorithmic decision-making in our society.

In the workplace setting, employers are increasingly relying on artificially intelligent systems to recruit, select, and manage their workforces. These developments have raised fears that these systems may subject workers to discriminatory, invasive, or otherwise unfair treatment. In this article, we review those concerns and provide an overview of how current laws may apply, focusing on two particular
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problems: discrimination on the basis of protected characteristics like race, sex, or disability, and the invasion of workers’ privacy engendered by workplace AI systems. Part I provides a brief background on the nature of AI and its growing role in the workplace. Part II discusses the ways in which relying on AI to make personnel decisions can produce discriminatory outcomes and how current law might apply. Part III explores how these data-driven systems may threaten workers’ interests in privacy and autonomy, and considers the extent to which existing legal frameworks address these concerns. It also describes the European Union’s much more restrictive regime as a useful comparator. This article argues that the growing use of AI at work raises significant policy concerns about discrimination, privacy, and autonomy that are not adequately addressed by current law.

I. AI and the Workplace

The term artificial intelligence is difficult to define crisply and is often used interchangeably with other terms such as machine learning, algorithmic decision-making, and automated decision-making. Although these terms have somewhat different technical meanings, in this article we use the term AI loosely to refer to systems that leverage data-rich inputs and computational techniques to make predictions that either aid or replace human decision-making. These tools are built by analyzing large amounts of data to extract patterns and then using those patterns to predict outcomes in new cases or situations. Some forms of AI use machine learning techniques, which allow a program to learn from incoming data over time without humans actively structuring the process. AI systems have the ability to generate insights that are not accessible based on ordinary human observation, and the more complex systems may generate results that are not fully explainable or understandable, even by their human creators.

Early efforts at artificial intelligence endeavored to make machines into the equivalent of humans, with the ability to exercise judgment

---


4. Calo, supra note 1, at 402 (noting that “a vast increase in computational power and access to training data has led to practical breakthroughs in machine learning, a singularly important branch of AI”); Deeks, supra note 3, at 1829 (“A recurrent concern about machine learning algorithms is that they operate as ‘black boxes.’”).
in a variety of contexts. These efforts to create a “general” AI have largely failed. However, there have been great successes in narrow AI—namely, the application of artificial intelligence to a particular problem or context. Familiar examples of AI breakthroughs include programs that play games such as chess and Go; speech-recognition programs that translate speech to text; and spam filters for email accounts. Increasingly, AI systems are being used in social domains as well—for example, to make decisions regarding policing, bail, credit, and employment. As these AI tools are deployed in arenas with significant human and societal impacts, concerns have been raised about the fairness, accountability, and transparency of these systems. Fairness centers on the risk of “discriminatory or unjust impacts when comparing across different demographics or affected communities and individuals.” Accountability refers to the need to take responsibility for the use of AI and the effects of that use, including the need to mitigate negative impacts on society. Transparency concerns relate to failures to disclose when AI is used to make decisions and to explain how it reaches those decisions.

The use of AI in the workplace raises specific apprehensions. Much recent attention has focused on whether workers will be replaced by AI or other new forms of technology, such as automation and robotics.

6. See id. at 5–6.
7. Id. at 6; Calo, supra note 1, at 405 (“An important consequence of the shift was that researchers began to try to solve specific problems or master particular ‘domains,’ such as converting speech to text or playing chess, instead of pursuing a holistic intelligence capable of performing every cognitive task within one system.”).
10. PASQUALE, supra note 2, at 3–11; Citron & Pasquale, supra note 2.
11. FPF EXPERT’S GUIDE, supra note 5, at 22.
12. Id.
13. Id.
Worry about technology replacing human labor is not new, but there is a lively ongoing debate about whether advances in AI will cause disruptions on a greater scale than in the past. Although this question is clearly important, this article focuses instead on the policy concerns that arise when employers use AI tools to manage workers, rather than replace them.

Employers have adopted artificial intelligence systems to assist in a variety of personnel and management functions. AI tools are used to screen employment applicants and evaluate potential candidates for positions. Employers have also used AI to determine which employees might be more likely to leave the company. Data analytics have found correlations between a higher risk of flight and such factors as time interacting with colleagues, meeting attendance, and waiver of benefits coverage. Employers can then use these predictions to make a stronger effort at retention or to steer likely-to-depart employees away from sensitive projects. Across the board, employers are using AI to help manage their workforce—in some cases, even doing the work of management. This includes turning to AI applications in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, security cameras outfitted


15. Compare Estlund, supra note 8, at 264 (“[B]ecause emerging technologies are able to replicate or surpass a wider swath of human capabilities, there is more reason this time around to expect job destruction to outpace job creation.”), with H. James Wilson & Paul R. Daugherty, Collaborative Intelligence: Humans and AI Are Joining Forces, HArV. bus. rEv. (July–Aug. 2018), https://hbr.org/2018/07/collaborative-intelligence-humans-and-ai-are-joining-forces [https://perma.cc/Z8AK-WJDH] (“While AI will radically alter how work gets done and who does it, the technology’s larger impact will be in complementing and augmenting human capabilities, not replacing them.”).


with AI scanners have monitored employees for mask use and social distancing.²⁰

Objections to the use of AI within the employment relationship have largely fallen into two categories. First, there has been significant concern that the AI may reflect, reinforce, or worsen discriminatory biases when making employment decisions. Algorithms can produce predictions that systematically disadvantage workers along the lines of race, sex, or other protected characteristics.²¹ The risk is that these discriminatory outcomes will be overlooked or ignored because of the mistaken belief that AI processes are “objective” and “neutral.” Second, the introduction of AI may bring employees into a vortex of massive information collection, data vulnerability, and seemingly whimsical decision-making. Employees report a feeling of powerlessness when AI is given significant power over their jobs, as they lose the ability to interact with their “supervisor” in a meaningful way.²² The voracious maw of data collection paired with the inexplicability of decisions made can create the feeling that the employee is trapped in a matrix of computer-controlled reality from which there is no escape.²³ In the next two sections we explain these concerns and examine the extent to which existing law addresses them.

II. AI and Employment Discrimination

When an employer uses AI tools to make or to aid decisions about recruitment, hiring, and promotion, they can have a significant impact on access to employment opportunities. The promise of these technologies is that they will make these HR processes fairer and less discriminatory.²⁴ Human decision-makers often harbor explicit or implicit

---


²² Ifeoma Ajunwa, Kate Crawford & Jason Schultz, Limitless Worker Surveillance, 105 CALIF. L. REV. 735, 737 (2017) (“Employees’ suspicion that OccupEye’s true purpose was mass surveillance of worker performance quickly led to public outrage, union pressure, and, ultimately, its ejection from the Telegraph building.”).

²³ Deeks, supra note 3, at 1829 (“Because these algorithms repeatedly adjust the way that they weigh inputs to improve the accuracy of their predictions, it can be difficult to identify how and why the algorithms reach the outcomes they do.”); Andrew D. Selbst & Solon Barocas, The Intuitive Appeal of Explainable Machines, 87 FORDHAM L. REV. 1085, 1087 (2018) (“The results of these algorithms can be unnerving, unfair, unsafe, unpredictable, and unaccountable.”).

biases, which can unfairly disadvantage racial minorities, women, and other disadvantaged groups, and technology might help to avoid those human biases.

Despite their aura of neutrality and objectivity, however, AI tools can also reproduce human biases or introduce new forms of bias, depending upon how such tools are built and trained. Studies have documented a number of examples of algorithmic bias. For example, Internet searches for black-identified names are more likely to be accompanied by ads suggesting an arrest record (e.g., “Latanya Sweeney, arrested?”), than searches for white-identified names, even when no arrest record exists. In another well-known example, Amazon tried to create an algorithm to screen potential candidates for software developer jobs, but abandoned the effort after finding that it systematically downgraded qualified female applicants.

Importantly, these types of discriminatory outcomes cannot be prevented simply by removing protected attributes like race or gender from the algorithms. When AI tools are built using data-rich profiles, they can end up relying on proxies for a protected characteristic. For example, because place of residence is closely correlated with race in many cities, an algorithm that sorts candidates based on zip code could disadvantage racial minorities. This might occur intentionally when a proxy is used to screen out a disfavored group, but the effect could be unintentional as well because attributes can be correlated with protected characteristics in unexpected ways. For example, certain


26. Latanya Sweeney is a prominent computer scientist and professor at Harvard University. She conducted the study documenting this effect after a colleague notified her that such an ad had appeared when he had Googled her name.

27. Latanya Sweeney, Discrimination in Online Ad Delivery, COMM'NS ACM, May 2013, at 44, 46–47.


patterns of consumption could be correlated with health conditions, causing an algorithm to implicitly discriminate against individuals with disabilities, even if the employer neither knows nor intends to screen on that basis.\(^{30}\)

AI can also produce biased results if it is trained using biased data.\(^{31}\) An algorithm trained using the subjective evaluations of a biased supervisor will make systematically biased predictions of future job performance. Similarly, a hiring algorithm that selects candidates by comparing them with an employer’s current employees may discriminate if the employer’s past practices excluded certain groups. If, for example, the employer has very few women working as computer programmers, the algorithm will likely reproduce that pattern when trying to predict the most promising hires. Similarly, an algorithm that tried to maximize “cultural fit” by recommending applicants who are similar to current employees could operate to exclude racial or ethnic minorities.\(^{32}\)

Other data problems can also produce biased outcomes. If the data used to train the AI is less complete or less accurate for some groups, the algorithm will be less accurate in identifying the most promising candidates from that group or may systematically underestimate their likelihood of success. Similarly, if the training data are unrepresentative of the population to which the algorithm will be applied, it could systematically disadvantage protected groups, even if neither the creator of the algorithm nor the employer using it intends to discriminate.

The risks of biased AI can even affect the diversity of the applicant pool before the employer has a chance to evaluate job candidates.\(^{33}\) Today, employers rely heavily on online platforms to advertise job openings and recruit strong applicants. Those platforms, however, do not simply disseminate job postings widely. Instead, they rely on AI to predict who is most likely to respond to a particular opportunity, and those predictions will often reflect past patterns of occupational seg-

---


\(^{31}\) For systematic discussions of how algorithms can produce biased results, see Barocas & Selbst, supra note 29, at 674; Pauline T. Kim, Data-Driven Discrimination at Work, 58 WM. & MARY L. REV. 857, 874, 887, 891 (2017) [hereinafter Kim, Data-Driven Discrimination]; David Lehr & Paul Ohm, Playing with the Data: What Legal Scholars Should Learn About Machine Learning, 51 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 653, 703–04 (2017).

\(^{32}\) Ifeoma Ajunwa, The Paradox of Automation as Anti-Bias Intervention, 41 CARDOZO L. REV. 1671, 1713 (2020).

\(^{33}\) BOGEN & RIEKE, supra note 16, at 5–6.

\(^{34}\) Muhammad Ali, Piotr Sapiezynski, Miranda Bogen, Aleksandra Korolova, Alan Mislove & Aaron Rieke, Discrimination Through Optimization: How Facebook’s Ad Delivery Can Lead to Biased Outcomes, 3 PROC. ACM ON HUM.-COMPUT. INTERACTION 1 (2019).
regation. Studies have documented that ads delivered on Facebook for stereotypically male jobs (e.g., lumberjack, AI researcher, truck driver) are overwhelmingly targeted at male users, even though the advertising was intended to reach a gender-balanced audience. Other types of ads were served to race- or age-biased audiences—again, in ways that appear to reflect stereotypes about the kinds of people who fill those jobs.

These risks of discriminatory effects arise because AI learns to make predictions by analyzing data about past patterns of behavior. In the employment sphere, those patterns may reflect prior discrimination, as, for example, when women are paid less to do the same job or are discouraged from pursuing certain occupations by on-the-job harassment. The American labor market has long been characterized by patterns of occupational segregation along race and gender lines. As a result, relying on the past to make predictions about the future runs the risk of reproducing past discrimination if care is not taken when building AI tools. To avoid inadvertently encoding past biases, the designers who build AI systems and the employers who use them may want to take actions to counter discriminatory effects that might otherwise occur. For example, it will often be important to audit algorithmic systems for unintended discriminatory effects and make adjustments, if necessary, to avoid unfairness.

Given the risks of discriminatory outcomes, the growing use of AI tools in the workplace raises a number of legal questions. Federal laws prohibit discrimination on the basis of race, color, and other protected characteristics. These laws are relevant when algorithms are used to

---

37. Ali et al., supra note 34, at 8; Kofman & Tobin, supra note 36.
40. Kim, Manipulating Opportunity, supra note 35, at 892.
make employment decisions, and in some circumstances their application is clear. In other cases, however, it may be quite uncertain how existing laws apply to AI tools.

Consider first employers that use online platforms to advertise job openings. Title VII, in addition to prohibiting discrimination, also makes it unlawful for employers to publish advertisements that “indicate a preference, limitation, specification or discrimination” based on a forbidden characteristic. A similar provision in the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) prohibits ads indicating a preference based on age. These provisions would likely apply if an employer deliberately tried to target its ads using attributes that either directly or by proxy excluded members of a protected group.

However, as discussed above, even neutrally targeted job postings can be delivered in biased ways because of the operation of algorithms deployed by online platforms. If an employer intends to reach a broad audience, but the platform’s algorithm distributes the opportunity in a biased way, is the platform responsible? Title VII’s prohibitions apply to employment agencies in addition to employers and labor organizations, but few cases have interpreted that provision. If a tech platform actively intervenes to suggest or promote certain candidates or opportunities, or to facilitate certain matches, we argue that it should be treated as an “employment agency” under Title VII. Other platforms may not have enough direct control over access to employment opportunities to be covered by the statute.

What about hiring algorithms that sort or score job applicants? Does an algorithm that systematically disadvantages members of a protected group violate the law? Title VII encompasses two well-recognized theories of discrimination: disparate treatment and disparate impact. Disparate treatment theory forbids adverse decisions

---

§§ 12101–12117, and the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2000ff, protect against discrimination on the basis of age, disability, and genetic information, respectively.


44. 29 U.S.C. § 623(e).

45. Pauline T. Kim & Sharion Scott, Discrimination in Online Employment Recruiting, 63 St. Louis Univ. L. J. 93, 94 (2018). The settlement in 2019 of a lawsuit against Facebook makes it more difficult for employers to deliberately target its ads on that platform in a way that excludes protected groups. Galen Sherwin & Esha Bhandari, Facebook Settles Civil Rights Cases by Making Sweeping Changes to Its Online Ad Platform, ACLU (Mar. 19, 2019, 2:00 PM), https://www.aclu.org/blog/womens-rights/womens-rights-workplace/facebook-settles-civil-rights-cases-making-sweeping [https://perma.cc/H6D6-UMJ4]. Pursuant to the settlement, Facebook agreed to require employment, housing, and credit advertisements to be placed through a special portal that restricts the options for targeting these types of ads. Although the restrictions will make it more difficult to deliberately exclude an audience based on a protected characteristic, doing so is still possible. Kim, Manipulating Opportunity, supra note 35, at 890–91; see also Miriam A. Cherry, Age Discrimination in the On-Demand Economy and Crowdwork, 40 Berkeley J. Emp. & Lab. L. 29, 56–57 (2019).

46. See, Kim, Manipulating Opportunity, supra note 35, at 913.
taken “because of” race, sex, or any other protected class.\(^{47}\) If an employer is using a biased algorithm because it wants to screen out members of a protected group, that is clearly a form of intentional discrimination prohibited under disparate treatment theory. Proving the employer’s intent may be difficult, but that type of discrimination fits quite well conceptually with the disparate treatment theory.

Disparate impact cases involve facially neutral employment practices that have discriminatory effects.\(^{48}\) Under current Title VII doctrine, disparate impact cases proceed through several steps.\(^{49}\) First, the plaintiff must identify an employer practice that has a disparate impact on a protected group.\(^{50}\) Then, the employer can defend the practice by showing that it is “job related” and “consistent with business necessity.”\(^{51}\) If the employer succeeds in this defense, the plaintiff can still prevail by showing that a less discriminatory alternative exists and that the employer failed to adopt it.\(^{52}\)

When AI selection tools disproportionately screen out women or racial minorities from an applicant pool, disparate impact theory would seem to apply. This means employers should closely monitor how AI tools operate in practice and should not use them, or should discontinue using them, if they have a disparate impact unless they are clearly job-related and consistent with business necessity. Applying these standards, however, raises a number of questions. In the past, employers defending selection procedures by validating that they actually measured job-relevant skills or attributes.\(^{53}\) AI tools, however, often rely on unexplained correlations with observable attributes to make predictions about an individual’s future behavior or job performance. The variable relied on by the algorithm may have no intuitive connection with performance, and, in some cases, the relationship may be purely correlational and obviously lack any causal connection to the relevant skills or abilities. As examples, it was documented in one dataset that computer programmers who frequented a particular Japanese manga site had superior coding skills, while another study


\(^{50}\) Id. § 2000e–2(k)(1)(A).

\(^{51}\) Id. § 2000e–2(k)(1)(A)(i).

\(^{52}\) Id. § 2000e–2(k)(1)(A)(ii). The ADEA and the ADA do not have provisions comparable to 703(k), which sets out these shifting burdens, but they do contain language authorizing disparate impact claims based on age and disability. 29 U.S.C. § 623(a)(2); 42 U.S.C. §12112(b)(3). Some courts, however, have held that disparate impact claims by applicants, as opposed to current employees, are not available under the ADEA. Kleber v. CareFusion Corp., 914 F.3d 480, 480 (7th Cir. 2019); Villarreal v. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., 839 F.3d 958, 970 (11th Cir. 2016).

found that users in the United Kingdom who “like” curly fries on Facebook had higher intelligence. Some types of AI use machine learning techniques where the AI tools “learn” by extracting patterns from the data, rather than the programmer deciding what factors are relevant and what weights to give them. The resulting algorithms are often exceedingly complex and completely opaque, such that it is difficult for humans to interpret. As a consequence, employers that rely on these types of algorithms may not be able to clearly articulate or explain the reasons for their personnel decisions. Applying existing employment discrimination law to AI tools will require addressing these challenges.

When Congress codified the disparate impact doctrine in section 703(k) of Title VII, it retained the language in section 703(a)(2), which makes it an unlawful employment practice for an employer “to limit, segregate, or classify his employees or applicants for employment in any way which would deprive or tend to deprive” them of opportunities because of one of the listed protected characteristics. This statutory language arguably continues to have independent force and could serve as a basis for scrutinizing AI systems that sort or screen—i.e., “classify”—employees or applicants in biased ways, and for ensuring that disparate impact theory meets the novel challenges that they pose.

For discrimination law to remain effective, it must recognize the specific ways in which biased AI can unfairly discriminate. For example, the mere existence of a statistical correlation should not be sufficient to justify a model with discriminatory effects. In other words, an unexplained correlation should not satisfy the requirement that an employer show that a practice is “job related.” In addition, when an algorithm systematically disadvantages protected groups, the employer should bear the burden of demonstrating that the model is statistically valid and substantively meaningful, as opposed to merely “job related.” The employer, or the vendor who created the algorithm, should have to demonstrate that it avoids common sources of statistical bias—for

57. Id. at 886–87.
58. The problem with relying on pure correlations is that the relationship between two variables may not be stable over time. A correlation in the past may not hold true in the future, which means that applicants could be denied an opportunity on what turns out to be an arbitrary, irrelevant basis.
example, by showing that it was built using data that is accurate, unbiased, and representative. In addition, the employer should have to provide some explanation of the decision process and explain its relevance to the job—something more than a mere statistical relationship. Only then can we bring to bear societal values and judgments to determine whether an algorithm’s use is justified despite its effects.

Under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), employers are prohibited from using tests or selection criteria “that screen out or tend to screen out” individuals with disabilities unless the test or criterion is job-related and consistent with business necessity. The statute also forbids the use of tests that work as obstacles to applicants or employees with sensory, manual, or speaking impairments, such that they “reflect the impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills,” rather than the actual skills or aptitude necessary to perform the job. In other words, employers must be careful when adopting AI screening tools, especially ones that collect data about applicants through interactive online tests or games, that the tools are not preventing or disadvantaging applicants with disabilities that may make it more difficult for them to interact online. If that is the case, employers may need to make reasonable accommodations for those applicants.

Employers who make use of AI tools in their HR processes should be aware of the potential risks of bias and take proactive steps to avoid them. Doing so requires careful scrutiny of the manner in which these tools are designed and built, and how they will be deployed in a particular workplace. A number of checklists or principles now offer guidance to employers on avoiding bias when using AI tools. For example, the Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights has promulgated Principles for Hiring Assessment Technologies. In addition, because algorithms that appear to be unbiased under testing conditions may behave differently “in the wild,” employers should engage in regular auditing of the performance of these tools once they have been implemented. If a screening or hiring tool has an unexpected disparate impact on disadvantaged groups, it should be scrutinized and adjusted to avoid any unfairness.

Such an approach is consistent with the Supreme Court’s repeated admonition that voluntary compliance by employers is “the preferred means of achieving the objectives of Title VII.” Although a few

---

60. Id. § 12112(b)(7).
62. See generally Kim, supra note 41.
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commenters have suggested that the Court’s decision in Ricci v. DeStefano64 somehow bars employers from revising algorithmic processes after the fact to correct for discrimination,65 this belief stems from a misreading of Ricci.66 The Supreme Court in that case disapproved of a city’s decision to discard the results of a promotion exam when it turned out to have a racially disparate impact. Numerous firefighters had expended significant time and resources studying for the exam, and its decision to discard the results adversely affected them because they had relied on the city’s announced plan to use it for promotions.67 In contrast, the Court made clear that Title VII does not prohibit an employer from prospectively designing its employment practices “in order to provide a fair opportunity for all individuals, regardless of their race.”68 Thus, it is clearly lawful for an employer to implement a new testing protocol or selection procedure in the future to create a more fair process.69

III. AI and Employee Privacy and Autonomy

In addition to assisting with traditional HR functions, AI tools are also increasingly integrated into work tasks. These tools can offer enormous benefits by helping workers perform their jobs more productively.70 At the same time, widespread integration of AI into the workplace typically entails the collection and analysis of large amounts of data, much of it harvested from employees. This massive data collection in turn creates new power that employers can use to manage and control workers.71 As a result, the increasing use of AI at the workplace raises concerns about privacy and autonomy. AI threatens employee privacy by requiring the collection and processing of huge amounts of employee data. And when AI systems make decisions with important employment ramifications in the absence of transparency or accountability, workers can be left feeling powerless and alienated. Although these issues are not new, the growing use of AI tools vastly expands

64. 557 U.S. 557 (2009).
66. See Kim, supra note 41, at 197–202 (explaining why Ricci does not prohibit employers from correcting algorithms that cause biased outcomes).
68. Id. at 585.
69. See, e.g., Maraschiello v. City of Buffalo Police Dep’t, 709 F.3d 87 (2d Cir. 2013); Carroll v. City of Mount Vernon, 707 F. Supp. 2d 449 (S.D.N.Y. 2010), aff’d, 453 F. App’x 99 (2d Cir. 2011).
70. See Wilson & Daugherty, supra note 15 (discussing collaborations between workers and AI).
the challenges they pose, and, to this point, the law provides very few mechanisms for directly addressing them.

A. Collection and Use of Employee Data

Data obtained through employee surveillance fuels AI.\(^{72}\) The development of artificial intelligence builds on systems that cull and process massive amounts of data. AI tools require these large datasets in order to learn patterns that allow them to make artificially intelligent decisions. For example, natural language processing systems require exposure to enormous samples of human communications to analyze and learn to imitate those communications.\(^{73}\) As AI is increasingly incorporated into the workplace, it must rely on data produced by humans—employees—for the raw material needed to build tools that will be useful in that setting. At the same time, new technologies have made monitoring employees and collecting data from them much more inexpensive, unobtrusive, and comprehensive. Employers can track employee movements,\(^{74}\) follow their activities on the web,\(^{75}\) and even monitor employees’ heart rate and blood pressure\(^{76}\) with everyday technology integrated with ordinary consumer devices.\(^{77}\) Artificial intelligence can then crunch this data in a variety of ways, producing insights that are unique or unexpected. Below we discuss the ways in which the United States and the European Union regulate workplace data collection and processing.

---

\(^{72}\) Calo, supra note 1, at 405 (“The recent explosion of [AI] efficacy comes from a combination of much faster computers and much more data.”); Jeffrey M. Hirsch, Future Work, 2020 UNIV. ILL. L. REV. 889, 897 (“To learn in a sufficiently accurate manner, AI programs not only require massive amounts of data, but data that is organized in precise ways.”).

\(^{73}\) For example, the pool of emails taken from Enron by the federal government and released to the public, known as the Enron Corpus, has been critical in developing speech- and language-related AI. See Jessica Leber, The Immortal Life of the Enron E-Mails, MIT TECH. REV. (July 2, 2013) https://www.technologyreview.com/2013/07/02/177506/the-immortal-life-of-the-enron-e-mails [perma.cc/GTC7-5JR6].


\(^{77}\) Stephen Baker, Managing by the Numbers, BUSINESSWEEK, Sept. 8, 2008, at 32, 34.
1. Employee Privacy Protections Under Current U.S. Law

Commentators have bemoaned the relatively weak constraints that U.S. law places on employer collection and use of workers’ data.78 A patchwork of variegated protections creates only a loose set of restrictions.79 In this part we briefly survey existing legal regulations that touch on employee privacy concerns.

General Protections for Employee Privacy. Only a handful of sources of law offer broad privacy rights, and they provide quite limited protections to employees. The Fourth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution protects public-sector employees against unreasonable searches and seizures,80 but these federal rights only constrain government employers.81 In addition, because the methods of massive data collection often do not involve a search or seizure, it is unclear the extent to which constitutional provisions apply in this context.82

The privacy tort of intrusion upon seclusion83 also provides a type of generalized privacy protection, and it is recognized by courts in over forty states.84 The intrusion tort has provided redress from a variety of privacy invasions by employers, such as spying on an employee

---


81. Cf. Pauline T. Kim, Privacy Rights, Public Policy, and the Employment Relationship, 57 OHIO ST. L.J. 671, 674 n.17 (1996) (“In rare cases, where a private employer is acting as an instrument or agent of the government, constitutional privacy protections may extend to workers in the private sector.”). Only a handful of states have constitutional or statutory provisions that provide general privacy protections for private sector employees. For example, California’s constitutional privacy provision applies to private actors. CAL. CONST. art. 1, § 1 (providing for “inalienable rights” including “pursuing and obtaining safety, happiness, and privacy”); Hill v. Nat’l Collegiate Athletic Ass’n, 865 P.2d 633, 642–44 (Cal. 1994) (holding that the state’s constitutional right of privacy extends to private actors, including private-sector employers); see also MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 214, § 1B (2018); N.E.R. REV. STAT. § 20-203 (2019); R.I. GEN. LAWS § 9-1.28.1(a)(1) (2019); WISC. STAT. ANN. § 995.50(2)(a) (2019).

82. The Constitution has also been thought to protect informational privacy, although the existence of such a right has not been authoritatively confirmed. See Nat’l Aeronautics & Space Admin. v. Nelson, 562 U.S. 134, 138 (2011) (assuming, without deciding, that employees had a right to informational privacy).

83. Intrusion on seclusion is one of four privacy torts recognized in the RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 652B (AM. L. INST. 1977). The other three privacy torts are public disclosure of private fact, id. § 652D; appropriation of another’s name or likeness, id. § 652C; and publicity that unreasonably places another in a false light, id. § 652E.

84. RESTATEMENT OF EMP. L. § 7.01 Reporters’ Notes cmt. b, at 296–98 (AM. L. INST. 2015) (discussing states that have adopted the privacy torts).
who filed a workers’ compensation claim; deploying informants to collect private information about fellow workers; searching a locker and personal belongings without consent; and installing cameras in bathrooms or private offices. To be actionable, the employer’s conduct must be intentional, must intrude upon the employee’s reasonable expectation of privacy, and must be considered “highly offensive to the reasonable person.”

Although the intrusion tort has successfully protected workers against egregious employer practices in the past, it is less likely to be effective in protecting employee privacy when large amounts of data are scooped up to feed AI systems. The type of data collected is often not the kind of information that is considered private or sensitive in nature, such that its collection would be considered highly offensive. Instead, it is often relatively mundane bits of data that employees produce as they go about their work or daily lives that get its invasive power only when aggregated with other data. In addition, employers will often be able to argue that this data is the type of information that businesses routinely collect, and courts have been fairly deferential when the employer asserts a business interest justifying the intrusion. If the data collection and use ultimately improve the employees’ performance or the employer’s underlying business, the employer’s actions are likely to be adjudged prudent rather than nefarious.

The intrusion tort is also unlikely to provide employees with much protection because most employees are employed at will, such that their continued employment can be conditioned on consent to data collection and use. Employee consent will not always defeat claims of privacy intrusion, but consent is generally regarded as a defense to

90. Pauline T. Kim, Data Mining and the Challenges of Protecting Employee Privacy Under U.S. Law, 40 COMP. LAB. L. & POL’Y J. 405, 416 (2019) (explaining that the common law tort doctrine “does not address how data mining can threaten privacy by inferring highly personal information rather than collecting it directly”).
91. See Feminist Women’s Health Ctr. v. Super. Ct. of Sacramento Cnty., 61 Cal. Rptr. 2d 187, 195 (Ct. App. 3d 1997) (finding that a requirement that employees demonstrate self-cervical exams to clients of the Center was not a privacy intrusion because of the employer’s “fundamental goal of educating women about the function and health of their reproductive systems”).
92. RESTATEMENT OF EMP. L., § 7.06 cmt. h (Am. L. Inst. 2015) (“In the employment context, employee consent obtained as a condition of obtaining or retaining employment is not effective consent to an employer intrusion and does not in itself provide a defense . . . .”).
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intentional tort claims. Even if consent does not waive the employees’ rights completely, it still undercuts the “highly offensive” aspect of the claim, as the employee agreed to the intrusion. The expanding ubiquity of employer monitoring also erodes the privacy expectation of employees, making it less likely to be considered an intrusion in the first place.

In terms of worker surveillance, the employer is generally allowed to monitor its employees. Even continual electronic observation is permitted in many areas of the workplace. The states of California, Connecticut, and Delaware require employers to give notice when they engage in electronic monitoring. And, as discussed above, surveillance in traditionally private places like bathrooms or employees’ homes can give rise to tort liability. The National Labor Relations Act prohibits employer surveillance that would chill or otherwise interfere with its employees’ protected concerted activity. However, apart from these laws, employers are generally unrestricted in their ability to monitor or surveil their employees, including using electronic tools to collect data about their activities.

The common law has determined that surveillance can be tortious when conducted at personal locations away from work when done without the employee’s consent. However, observation of an employee in

93. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 892A(1); see Steven L. Willborn, Consent- ing Employees: Workplace Privacy and the Role of Consent, 66 LA. L. REV. 975, 1008 (2006) (arguing for the importance of the concept of consent within workplace privacy protections).
94. RESTATEMENT OF EMP. L. § 7.03(b) (describing the conditions for finding a reason- able expectation of privacy).
95. See Ajunwa, Crawford & Schultz, supra note 22, at 747 (“There are no federal laws that expressly address employer surveillance or limit the intrusiveness of such surveillance.”).
96. See, e.g., Vega-Rodriguez v. P.R. Tel. Co., 110 F.3d 174, 184 (1st Cir. 1997) (permitting the use of cameras to continually surveil the employees’ work space).
97. California makes it a misdemeanor to use an electronic tracking device to follow the location or movement of a person without her consent. CAL. PENAL CODE § 637.7 (West 2019); see also Kendra Rosenberg, Location Surveillance by GPS: Balancing an Employer’s Business Interest with Employee Privacy, 6 WASH. J.L. TECH. & ARTS 143, 149 (2010). Connecticut requires employers to provide prior written notice of the monitoring, CONN. GEN. STAT. § 31-48d(b)(1) (2020); Gerardi v. City of Bridgeport, 985 A.2d 328, 335 (Conn. 2010) (prohibiting an employer from electronically monitoring an employee’s activities without prior notice). Delaware requires advance written notice that the employee must then acknowledge. DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 19, § 705 (2020).
98. 29 U.S.C. § 158(a)(1); see Charlotte Garden, Labor Organizing in the Age of Surveillance, 63 ST. LOUIS UNIV. L.J. 55, 60 (2018) (noting that “certain surveillance activities by employers have been illegal since the earliest days of the NLRA”).
public is permitted.100 Federal law forbids an employer from intercept-
ing an employee’s telephone or other electronic communications, even
from the employer’s phone, without specific consent.101 Surveillance can
be legally problematic under the common law if undisclosed, but secrecy
is generally permissible when employed for significant and legitimate
business reasons, such as to catch a thief.102 Once again, data collection
is generally permitted if disclosed to employees, and they consent.

**Protections for Specific Types of Data.** Beyond these general pri-
vacy protections are variegated statutory and regulatory provisions
that protect specific types of data. However, because these provisions
focus on particular kinds of information that are deemed sensitive in
some way, they provide only very patchy protections against compre-
hensive data collection.

No law broadly regulates the privacy of employees’ health infor-
mation, although the ADA limits employers’ ability to conduct med-
ical exams or make medical inquiries, and the Genetic Information
Nondisclosure Act (GINA) prohibits employers from requesting or
acquiring employees’ genetic information.103 Although many assume
that the federal Health Information Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA)104 protects employee medical information, HIPAA only

---

100. See, e.g., ICU Investigations, Inc. v. Jones, 780 So. 2d 685, 693 (Ala. 2000) (no
intrusion when videotaped in front yard); York v. Gen. Elec. Co., 759 N.E.2d 865, 866
(Ohio Ct. App. 2001) (no intrusion when employer representative observed the employee
arriving at work, going into his chiropractor’s office, visiting a lawn mower repair shop,
mowing his lawn, and riding a motorcycle).

101. See 18 U.S.C. § 2511 (criminalizing the actions of a person who “intentionally
intercepts, endeavors to intercept, or procures any other person to intercept or endeavor
to intercept, any wire, oral, or electronic communication”). The intercept is not illegal if
one of the parties (namely, the employee) consents to it. Id. § 2511(2)(c). However, courts
have not been disposed to find implied consent. Watkins v. L.M. Berry, 704 F.2d 577, 581
(11th Cir. 1983) (notice as to employer policy of interception did not establish consent).
Furthermore, a “business extension” exception allows for monitoring “in the ordinary
course of business.” 18 U.S.C. § 2510(5)(a)(i). However, listening in to personal calls is not
generally within the ordinary course of business. See Watkins, 704 F.2d at 583. Wiretap-
ing is also problematic under state common law. See Narducci v. Village of Bellwood, 444
F. Supp. 2d 924, 938 (N.D. Ill. 2006) (“Eavesdropping via wiretapping has been conspicu-
ously singled out on several occasions as precisely the kind of conduct that gives rise to
an intrusion-on-seclusion claim.”).

secret videotaping after hours to uncover thief); Sacramento Cty. Deputy Sheriffs’ Assoc.
v. County of Sacramento, 59 Cal. Rptr. 2d 834, 847 (Ct. App. 1997) (theft of inmates’
property justified secret surveillance). But see Acuff v. IBP, Inc., 77 F. Supp. 2d 914, 927
(C.D. Ill. 1999) (videotaping nurse’s office during medical exams not justified by concerns
about theft).

103. 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d) (ADA limitation on examinations); 42 U.S.C. § 2000ff–1(b)
(making it “an unlawful employment practice for an employer to request, require, or
purchase genetic information with respect to an employee”).

104. Health Information Portability and Accountability Act, Pub. L. No. 104-191,
applies to health plans, health care providers, and health care clearinghouses.\textsuperscript{105} Employers are not covered entities unless they fall into one of these categories.\textsuperscript{106} And, even if they are covered, employers need not comply with HIPAA when it comes to records held in their role as employer.\textsuperscript{107} If the information does fall under HIPAA, patient authorization generally provides permission to collect and use the protected health information.\textsuperscript{108}

Illinois provides a private right of action for improper collection, retention, or use of biometric data such as fingerprints or facial scans in the Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA).\textsuperscript{109} Although the BIPA allows employers to collect biometric information with employee consent, the statutory scheme also provides a number of protections and limitations on the use of the data. Employers have been sued for failing to notify employees about the purpose and length of the data’s use; neglecting to establish a timeline for destruction of the data; and failing to obtain employee consent for disclosure or dissemination of the biometric data to a third party.\textsuperscript{110} Other states have also begun to enact limitations on the collection and use of biometric data, although it is not always clear if these state statutes apply to employment, and many do not provide private rights of action.\textsuperscript{111} Like the BIPA, these statutes

\textsuperscript{105} 45 C.F.R. § 160.103 (2020) (defining \textit{covered entity} as a health plan, a health care clearinghouse, or a health care provider).

\textsuperscript{106} See \textit{id.} §§ 164.103, 164.105; Sharona Hoffman, \textit{Employing E-Health: The Impact of Electronic Health Records on the Workplace}, 19 \textit{kan. J.L. & PUB. POL'y} 409, 419 (2010) (“Employers who are self-insured can receive medical information from providers for payment purposes without their employees’ authorization. Such employers are considered ‘hybrid’ entities whose business activities include both covered (insurance) and non-covered (employment) functions.”).

\textsuperscript{107} See 45 C.F.R. § 160.103. In addition, covered entities may provide employee health information to employers in order “[t]o evaluate whether the individual has a work-related illness or injury.” \textit{id.} § 164.512(b)(v)(A)(2); see also \textit{id.} § 164.504(f) (noting that as a condition of providing the information, the covered entity must require the employer to protect the information and not use it for employment-related actions).


\textsuperscript{109} Biometric Information Privacy Act, 740 ILL. COMP. STAT. §§ 14/1–/99 (2018).


\textsuperscript{111} See, \textit{e.g.}, \textsc{Tex. Bus. & COM. CODE ANN.} § 503.001 (West 2019) (requiring consent for the capture of a biometric identifier and sale of biometric data, as well as reasonable care in storage and disposal, but without a private right of action); \textsc{Wash. Rev. Code} §19.375.020 (2019) (regulating use of biometric data in commercial databases and foregoing a private right of action).
are narrowly limited in the types of information that are protected and apply only within the state’s borders.

The federal Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) regulates employers’ access to applicants’ or employees’ credit reports. The statute requires employers to get written authorization to obtain employee credit reports; employers must also notify employees if the credit report is used to take adverse action against them.112 The FCRA applies only when employers receive or use consumer reports from consumer reporting agencies, but the term consumer report is construed broadly to include any information that goes to “character, general reputation, personal characteristics, or mode of living.”113 Because the FCRA largely focuses on procedural requirements of notice and consent, employers can generally avoid liability under the Act if they comply with the details of the statutory scheme.114

Although relatively narrow in scope, state statutes also regulate the use of specific types of information within the employment relationship. Twenty-six states have laws prohibiting employers from requesting access to applicants’ or employees’ private social-media accounts.115 And a number of states and municipalities have passed “ban the box” laws that prohibit employers from requesting information about prior arrests or convictions at certain early points in the hiring process.116

Artificial intelligence that relies on employee data also raises concerns about the security of the data that has been collected. The ADA and GINA require employers to keep any medical or genetic information they lawfully acquired in a secure and confidential manner.117

---


114. See Pauline T. Kim & Erika Hanson, People Analytics and the Regulation of Information Under the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 61 ST. LOUIS UNIV. L.J. 17, 20 (2016) (“[A]lthough employers face significant liability risks if they disregard the statute’s requirements, the FCRA in fact does little to curb invasive data collection practices or to address the risks of discriminatory algorithms.”).


All fifty states have data breach notification laws that would apply to employers when a data breach involves employee personal data. 118 Statutory schemes such as HIPAA and Illinois BIPA impose security requirements on certain types of information. 119 Tort claims against employers for faulty or negligent data security systems have met with mixed success. 120

2. Protecting Workplace Privacy under a Data Protection Framework

American law has tended to follow a privacy rights approach that focuses on prohibiting particular types of intrusions or shielding certain kinds of information, but this framework has created only limited restrictions on employers’ ability to collect data about applicants and workers. In Europe, however, the focus has been on data protection more broadly, relying on principles that apply across sectors and types of information. The data protection model of the European Union (EU) aims to restrict the collection, use, and disclosure of personal information except where justified, and does so by creating rights in individual data subjects to enforce those restrictions. The EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a paradigmatic example of a comprehensive data protection regime. 121 Its scope, requirements for processing data, and muscular enforcement regime empower individuals with important rights over the use of their data. 122


119. HIPAA regulations require that covered entities “protect against any reasonably anticipated threats or hazards to the security or integrity” of protected health information. 45 C.F.R. § 164.306(a)(2) (2020); 740 Ill. Comp. Stat. 14/5 (2008).


121. Regulation 2016/679, of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the Protection of Natural Persons with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of Such Data, and Repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation), 2016 O.J. (L 119) (EU) [hereinafter GDPR]. An easily accessible version of the GDPR can be found at Intersoft Consulting, GDPR, https://gdpr-info.eu/. The GDPR is intended to protect “fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons and in particular their right to the protection of personal data.” Id. art. 1(2).

122. See, e.g., Anupam Chander, Margot E. Kaminski & William McGeveran, Catalyzing Privacy Law, 105 MINN. L. REV. 1733, 1734 (2021) (noting that the GDPR “positioned the European Union as the world’s privacy champion”).
The GDPR applies to all processing of personal data including by employers. The broad definition of personal data means that all information collected by an employer about applicants and employees is covered as long as it is connected to an identifiable person. Any processing—including collection, use, or disclosure—of personal data must have a legal justification. Although data processing can be justified by the consent of the data subject in certain circumstances, consent is not considered valid “where there is a clear imbalance between the data subject and the controller.” The employment relationship is understood to be one example of such a “clear imbalance.” Employer collection and use of employee data must therefore be justified by basic requirements of the work relationship or the legitimate needs of the employer, rather than by relying on consent.

Where the processing of employee data is necessary, the GDPR asks employers to take steps to mitigate the effects on employees—for example, by monitoring only in specific places and not sensitive areas, or collecting data by sampling rather than continuous monitoring. The EU privacy agency’s guidance on the workplace provides examples of illegitimate employer uses of employee data: when monitoring

123. GDPR, supra note 121, art. 3(1) (applying to “the processing of personal data in the context of the activities of an establishment of a controller or a processor in the Union, regardless of whether the processing takes place in the Union or not”); id. art. 4(2) (defining processing to mean “any operation or set of operations which is performed on personal data or on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording, organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or destruction”).

124. Id. art. 4(1) (defining personal data to mean “any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person”).

125. Id. art. 6. The GDPR lists a number of specified criteria for lawful processing of personal data. Id.

126. Id. Recital 43(1). Recitals are nonbinding but offer important guidance. See Margot E. Kaminski, The Right to Explanation, Explained, 34 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 189, 193–94 (2019) (“The GDPR consists of both text (Articles) and an extensive explanatory preamble. The preambular provisions, known as Recitals, do not have the direct force of law in the EU. . . . [T]hey are not binding law, but they are often cited as authoritative interpretations where the GDPR is vague.”).

127. In its interpretive guidance of the GDPR as applied to the workplace, the Article 29 Working Party—the earlier title for the European Union agency responsible for data protection—stated that “for the majority of such data processing at work, the legal basis cannot and should not be the consent of the employees (Art [6](a)) due to the nature of the relationship between employer and employee.” Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, Opinion 2/2017 on Data Processing at Work, 17/EN WP 249 (June 8, 2017), http://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/document.cfm?doc_id=45631 [hereinafter WP Work Opinion]. The Article 29 Working Party is now known as the European Data Protection Board. GDPR, supra note 121, art. 68.

128. WP Work Opinion, supra note 127, at 7–8.
designed to protect employee safety is used for job-evaluation purposes; when a CCTV system is used to regularly monitor employee behavior; or when geolocation data is used to continuously track an employee’s movements and actions.\textsuperscript{129}

The GDPR also gives data subjects two sets of rights: rights to know about the processing, and rights to affect the processing. Data processors, including employers, are required to disclose information about the processing in clear and accessible language.\textsuperscript{130} This information includes the categories of data collected, the purpose of and legal basis for the processing, how the data will be used and/or disclosed, and the procedures for challenging these processes.\textsuperscript{131} Rights affecting data processing include the right to correct inaccurate data, the right to supplement incomplete data,\textsuperscript{132} and the right to request deletion of data under some circumstances.\textsuperscript{133}

The GDPR thus represents a very different model for the regulation of employee data collection and use. It is comprehensive in scope, requires specific justifications for data collection, limits data use beyond the original purpose, and provides individuals with specific rights regarding the collection and use of their personal data. Although the GDPR applies to data about individuals located in the EU, it is having significant impact worldwide. In part, its influence arises from the fact that data flows often are not limited by political boundaries, but the GDPR also sets an example that influences lawmaking elsewhere. In the United States, it has been suggested as a blueprint for federal privacy legislation and has already influenced state law. The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA), which went into effect in 2020, provides important notification requirements on the collection and processing of personal data, as well as the right to delete certain data and opt out of third party transfers.\textsuperscript{134} Voters passed the California Privacy Rights Act (CPRA) in fall 2020; the CPRA will enhance consumers’ ability to correct inaccurate information, limit the use of sensitive data, expand the private right of action, and create an independent state agency for privacy regulation.\textsuperscript{135} Both of these Acts, however, have limited impact

\begin{itemize}
\item [129.] Id. at 10.
\item [130.] GDPR, supra note 121, art. 12.
\item [131.] Id. art. 13, 15.
\item [132.] Id. art. 16.
\item [133.] Id. art. 17(1). Exceptions apply for information that involves freedom of expression, public health, or research/archiving. Id. art. 17(3). The controller must also provide data subjects with the right to a portable version of the data, in a commonly-used and machine-readable format, when the processing is automated and conducted pursuant to the data subject’s consent or contract. Id. art. 20.
\item [134.] CAL. CIV. CODE § 1798.140(e) (West 2020).
on employment; the CCPA currently has a specific exception that excludes employee data from coverage.136

Following the EU’s data protection model would be a dramatic departure from the current U.S. approach to employee privacy. Only a patchwork of laws currently restrict employers’ ability to collect data from and about their employees. Employers in the United States face only limited prohibitions on the collection of employee data, and comparatively miniscule restrictions on how they use data once it has been collected. They may not use information about individual workers to discriminate on the basis of protected characteristics or to retaliate against them for exercising statutory rights, but, beyond that, employers are generally free to use the information they have about employees however they wish. They may aggregate and analyze worker data to infer new information about their employees.137 And U.S. law generally neither limits employers to only using data for the purpose for which it was collected nor requires that they ensure the accuracy of the data.138

B. AI Accountability and Transparency in the Workplace

Distinct from employees’ interests in limiting collection and use of their personal information is the growing push for greater transparency, accountability, and explainability in algorithmic processes.139 Although not part of traditional “privacy” concerns, these values are


136. CAL. CIV. CODE § 1798.145(m)(1) (excluding personal information collected “by a business about a natural person in the course of the natural person acting as . . . an employee of . . . that business”). This exclusion is set to expire on January 1, 2023. Id. § 1798.145(m)(4). The CCPA still requires the employer to provide notice of data collection to its employees; this notice must include the type of personal information collected and its intended use. See id. §§ 1798.145(m)(3); 1798.100(b). And employers must adequately protect data they collect, as employees may bring suit in the event of a data breach. See id. §§ 1798.145(m)(3); 1798.150(a)(1).

137. For example, relatively trivial information can reveal sensitive information such as whether an individual is pregnant or trying to conceive. In one example, Target used a wide variety of personal data—both generated by the store and purchased from external vendors—to develop consumer profiles including particular needs such as a pregnancy. Charles Duhigg, How Your Shopping Habits Reveal Even the Most Personal Information, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 19, 2012, (Mag.), at 1. Employers have successfully developed similar profiles. Valentina Zarya, Employers Are Quietly Using Big Data to Track Employee Pregnancies, FORBES (Feb. 17, 2016), http://fortune.com/2016/02/17/cast-light-pregnancy-data [https://perma.cc/TK37-YF3U].

138. Matthew T. Bodie, Miriam A. Cherry, Marcia L. McCormick & Jintong Tang, The Law & Policy of People Analytics, 88 UNIV. COLO. L. REV. 961, 1001–02 (2017). The U.S. government is restricted as to secondary uses of data. See, e.g., Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. § 552a(e)(3)(B). The FCRA does regulate use but its requirements are largely procedural. See Kim & Hanson, supra note 114, at 33 (arguing that the FCRA is “ill equipped to . . . curb the use of unfair or discriminatory algorithms”).

139. FPF EXPERT’S GUIDE, supra note 5, at 22.
partially addressed through broader approaches to data regulation. Moreover, these values resonate with employee concerns about the increasing use of AI within the workplace. It is not just that data is constantly vacuumed from employees; it is that the data is then put to use to make decisions about them that can appear arbitrary or severe, with no opportunity for employee recourse. Their vulnerability to observation and scrutiny thus heightens their vulnerability to capricious and sudden managerial discretion. Workers can feel that they are cogs within a massive and impersonal machine.

U.S. law currently does little to ensure the accountability and transparency of artificial intelligence. If anything, it reinforces the hidden nature of AI processes through trade secret protections. Some reformers have proposed that AI processes be accountable and made transparent through mandates requiring entities that use these systems to conduct algorithmic impact assessments (AIA). Others have argued that incentivizing the use of more appropriate and less error-ridden algorithmic tools may be preferable to creating new individual rights to challenge machine decisions. But, although proposed legislation has included transparency and accountability requirements, currently no American laws comprehensively regulate the use of AI in decision-making.

Once again, the GDPR suggests an alternative model. It specifically addresses AI decision-making by requiring disclosure of automated decision-systems and restricting their use, even allowing data subjects to opt out of fully automated profiling. Article 22 states, “The data subject shall have the right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing, including profiling, which produces

140. See Calo, supra note 1, at 424 (“Why label the question of asymmetric access to data a ‘privacy’ question? I do so because privacy ultimately governs the set of responsible policy outcomes that arise in response to the data parity problem.”).

141. See id. at 423 (“Again, the privacy conversation has evolved to focus not on the capacity of the individual to protect their data, but on the power over an individual or group that comes from knowing so much about them.”).

142. See Kaminski, supra note 126, at 191–92 (noting that the literature on AI in the United States “has been largely speculative, operating in a policy vacuum”).


145. See, e.g., Huq, supra note 2, at 687 (arguing that a “well-calibrated machine decision maker may have underappreciated advantages that sound in dignity and autonomy terms”).
legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects him or her.”146 Profiling is described as

any form of automated processing of personal data evaluating the personal aspects relating to a natural person, in particular to analyse or predict aspects concerning the data subject’s performance at work, economic situation, health, personal preferences or interests, reliability or behaviour, location or movements, where it produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects him or her.147

The restriction does have two significant exceptions: one if the processing is necessary to performance of a contract, and another if the individual gives “explicit consent.”148 While these exceptions seem to relieve employers of the requirements of Article 22, they are not as broad in the employment context as they may appear. “Necessary” to contractual performance means that the performance must be impossible without the automated processing, and, as discussed earlier, the consent exception is generally unavailable to employers.149 Given the newness of the GDPR, and in particular the protections in Article 22,150 it remains to be seen how potent this right will be in restricting the use of predictive AI. It is possible that entities that use machine learning (ML) tools will simply put a human nominally in charge at the end of the process to rubber-stamp the decision in order to argue that the decision is not “based solely on automated processing” and therefore falls outside the regulation.151

Employees arguably have a stronger interest in challenging automated processing than consumers, because they are more likely to feel its effects keenly when it is used to manage and discipline them.

---

146. GDPR, supra note 121, art. 12(1).
147. Id. Recital 71.
148. Id. art. 12(2).
150. Id. § A, at 526 (“The travaux préparatoires to the GDPR provide scant explanation of the rationale and policy underpinnings for Article 22.”).

However, current U.S. law offers no clear vehicles for raising such challenges. So far, legal reform and enforcement efforts have largely focused on consumer interests, as seen in recent consumer-focused state privacy statutes and the Federal Trade Commission’s consumer-oriented enforcement against unfair trade practices. Even if the law were to create stronger data protection rights for workers, they may not be able to effectively assert those rights in the absence of effective vehicles for them to exercise voice and power in the workplace. Thus, meaningful protections of employees’ privacy and autonomy interests around predictive AI tools will likely require not only legal change, but enhanced worker power through collective activity as well.

**Conclusion**

Current U.S. law is ill-equipped to manage the challenges posed by the increasing use of artificial intelligence within the workplace. While some existing legal rules shield workers from discrimination and protect employee privacy and autonomy, the law lacks a comprehensive framework for addressing the particular risks of harm posed when machine learning tools are applied to manage workers. As AI becomes more integrated and essential to business, the law will need to adapt in order to effectively prevent discrimination, protect privacy, and redress concerns about worker alienation and loss of personal security.